INSTANT CONFERENCE ROOM.

Logitech Mobile Speakerphone P710e

Turn any workspace into an instant conference room. Logitech® P710e speakerphone lets you instantly connect and start a video conference holding your mobile device steady.
When you need to take a call at home, in a busy office, or in a hotel room on the road, the P710e speakerphone provides long battery life up to 15 hours of talk time. Noise-cancelling mic and speaker offer clear sound on both ends of the call or you can plug a headphone into the P710e for additional privacy.
Set up is a snap, just connect your mobile phone or tablet to the P710e speakerphone using Bluetooth®, or the attached USB cable.

With advanced business certifications¹ and enhanced integration with Logitech Collaboration Program (LCP) members², the P710e provides a seamless integrated meeting experience.
Logitech Mobile Speakerphone P710e

FEATURE SPOTLIGHT

Digital Signal Processing (DSP) for enterprise-quality audio
Advanced DSP technology enables precise tuning for both the mic and speaker so conversations are more life-like.

Device stand provides second-screen versatility
An integrated stand positions a mobile phone or tablet at just the right angle for shake-free video calls and hands-free access to the mobile screen.

Wideband audio
Hear and be heard in true wideband audio, so those on both sides of the call can enjoy a life-like communication experience.

USB and Bluetooth connectivity with NFC pairing
USB plug-and-play connectivity easily connects to a PC or Mac®, or pair up to eight Bluetooth devices. Easily pair and un-pair NFC-enabled mobile devices to the P710e by simply touching them together.

Long battery life
Up to 15 hours of talk time between charges the Mobile Speakerphone P710e outlasts the longest workday.

Acoustic echo cancelation and noise-cancelling microphone
Optimized to hear and be heard even in noisy workspaces, this is a mobile speakerphone users love to use.

Optimized for Microsoft® Lync™, Cisco® compatible, and Skype™ certified
Ensures enterprise-quality audio and an integrated experience with most all business-grade video conferencing platforms.

USB cable management
The USB cable is hard-wired into the speakerphone so it’s never lost and neatly coils away beneath the unit when the cable isn’t in use.

Dynamic Equalizer
Automatically switches between voice and music modes, delivering the best sound quality and EQ for what the user is listening to.

Touch controls
Provide excellent response without transmitting audible noise through the audio path.

Separate “call answer” and “call end” buttons
Increases call control and provides greater flexibility when handling multiple calls.

Visual incoming call indicator
Onboard LEDs flash to provide a visual alert when a call is coming in.

Headphone jack
Plug a headphone directly into the Mobile Speakerphone P710e when additional privacy is desired.

Battery charge via USB or AC adaptor
Two battery-charging options provide the flexibility of charging from a laptop or wall power.

Zippered neoprene carrying case
Protect the speakerphone in style with the zippered neoprene carrying case.

TECH SPECIFICATIONS

LOUDSPEAKER
Frequency response: 140 Hz to 16 kHz
Support wideband speech and HiFi audio
Volume: adjustable to 85 dBA at 0.5 meter

MICROPHONES
Omni-directional microphone
360-degree coverage
Frequency response: 50 Hz to 8 kHz
Supports wideband and narrowband speech

AUXILIARY AUDIO OUTPUT
3.5mm jack
Frequency response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz

AUDIO ENHANCEMENTS
Acoustic Echo Canceller
Noise Reduction
Automatic Gain Control

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Mobile Speakerphone P710e
Price: $199.99
Part #: 980-000741

IN inside THE BOX
Speakerphone
Travel Case
User Documentation
Phone Spacer

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows® 7, Windows® 8 (32-bit or 64-bit) or Windows® 10
Mac OS X® 10.6 or later
Linux
Bluetooth mobile device
Available USB port
AC power

COMPATIBILITY
Optimized for Microsoft® Lync® 2013, Certified for Skype for Business, Cisco Jabber® and WebEx® compatible1 and enhanced integration with Logitech Collaboration Program (LCP) members2.

WARRANTY
2-year limited hardware

www.logitech.com/P710e

To order, contact your reseller or call us at 800-308-8666
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1 Optimized for Microsoft® Lync™, Cisco® compatible, and certified for Skype™ and Skype for Business

2 Includes Blue Jeans, BroadSoft, Lifesize, Vidyo, and Zoom. See www.logitech.com/lcp for full list and the latest information

3 See www.logitech.com/ciscocompatibility for more info